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ABSTRACT

Opportunistic interference management (OIM) is an approach
that can asymptotically achieve dirty paper coding (DPC) ca-
pacity in the downlink of wireless cellular networks with min-
imum feedback requirement. WithK antennas at the base sta-
tion andM mobile users in the cell, the proposed technique
requires onlyK integer numbers related to channel state in-
formation (CSI). This multiplexing gain ofK is achieved at
the expense ofM mobile users such thatK = Θ(log M). We
introduce an antenna selection scheme at the base station to
reduce the minimum number of required mobile users signif-
icantly at the expense of reasonable increase in feedback.

1. INTRODUCTION

Multiuser diversity scheme [1] is an alternative approach to
more traditional techniques like time division multiple ac-
cess (TDMA) to increase the capacity of wireless cellular net-
works. The main idea behind this approach is that the base
station selects a mobile user with the best channel condition
by taking advantage of the time varying nature of fading chan-
nels, thus maximizing the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Tradi-
tionally, fading and interference have been viewed as the two
major impeding factors in increasing the capacity of wireless
cellular networks. TheOpportunistic interference manage-
ment (OIM) scheme is an approach that takes advantage of
the fading in the channel to reduce the negative effects of in-
terference.

Several schemes have been developed for MIMO broad-
cast channels that achieve optimal dirty paper coding capa-
city by using random beamforming [2, 3]. Most recent stud-
ies [4–7] have investigated the effect of partial finite-rate feed-
back on the capacity of MIMO broadcast channels in net-
works with limited number of usersM .

We present the OIM [8] technique for the downlink of
wireless cellular networks, in whichd1 (d ≤ K) independent
data streams can be broadcasted tod (d ≪ M ) mobile sta-
tions with single antenna such that these data streams do not

1
d is a random variable.

interfere significantly with each other. Furthermore, the mean
value ofd, i.e. D = E[d], can be any number up to the max-
imum value ofK as long asM is large enough [8]. There-
fore, OIM is capable of achieving the maximum multiplexing
gain as long as there are enough mobile stations in the net-
work. The feedback requirement to transmitK independent
data streams is proportional toK [8]. The original multiuser
diversity concept was based on searching for the best chan-
nel to communicate, while our approach shows that searching
simultaneously for the best and worst channels can lead to
significant capacity gains. This technique can asymptotically
achieve the capacity of DPC whenM is very large.

The OIM scheme does not require mobile stations to co-
operate for synchronization during transmission. It achieves
optimal K maximum multiplexing gain in the downlink of
cellular systems as long asK = Θ(log M). However, in most
practical cellular networks, there may not be so many mobiles
users in a cell. Therefore, it is important to reduce the mini-
mum required number of mobile users. This paper introduces
an antenna selection technique at the base station such thatit
reduces the minimum required number of mobile users sig-
nificantly. This improvement is achieved at the expense of
modest increase in the feedback requirement and additional
computational complexity at the base station receiver.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2 we present an overview of the previous work. The
system model and problem formulation are presented in Sec-
tion 3. Section 4 focuses on our new antenna selection scheme
and the lower and upper bounds computation of multiplexing
gain as a function ofM . The simulation results are shown in
Section 5. Finally, we conclude the paper and discuss about
future work in Section 6.

2. PREVIOUS WORK

DPC provides the optimalK log log M sum-rate capacity which
is the maximum multiplexing and multiuser diversity gains.
These gains are achieved at the expense of full CSI require-
ment and infinite-rate feedbackM whenM tends to infin-



ity. Sharif and Hassibi’s work [2, 3] is based on the random
beamforming concept to search for the best SINR in the net-
work. The feedback requirement in their approach isM com-
plex numbers instead of full CSI information. This scheme
achieves the same capacity ofK log log M similar to DPC
whenM goes to infinity.

The OIM technique [8] provides a new scheduling scheme
which requires only minimum finite-rate feedbackK and yet
retains the optimal multiplexing and multiuser diversity gains
achievable by dirty paper coding. To the best of our knowl-
edge, [9] and [4] are the only two publications with some
similarities to our approach. Diaz et al. [9] proposed “1-bit”
feedback from the mobile users instead of CSI information to
the base station with the total feedback still proportionalto
M . While Tajer et al.’s [4] scheduling scheme is asymptoti-
cally optimal, it also exhibits a good performance for practi-
cal network sizes. They also showed [4] that by appropriate
design of the feedback mechanism, they can refrain the ag-
gregate feedback from increasing with the number of mobile
users and for asymptotically large networks, the total number
of feedback is bounded byK log K bits.

3. NETWORK MODEL AND PROBLEM
FORMULATION

3.1. Network model

We consider a network setting that involves a base station with
K antennas andM mobile users. We investigate the problem
of optimal transmission in the downlink of a cellular network
when the base station can transmit up toK concurrent sig-
nals. Our intention is to achieve these gains with minimum
required number of mobile usersM using a new antenna se-
lection scheme. We assume that all mobile users are equipped
with a single antenna.

The channel between the base station and mobile stations
H is an M × K matrix. We consider block fading model
where the channel coefficients are constant during coherence
interval ofT . The noise at each of the receive antennas is i.i.d.
with CN (0, σ2

n) distribution. The above described network
model is depicted in Fig. 1, where the dotted and solid lines
represent the weak and strong channels equivalently.

3.2. Description of the problem

We first review the method developed in [8] and discuss its
main drawback: the logarithmic relationship betweenK and
M . The main contribution of this paper is to reduce the mini-
mum required number of mobile usersM while achieving the
maximum multiplexing gain.

The communication in OIM technique takes place in two
phases. During the first phase, the base station antennas se-
quentially transmitK pilot signals. In this period, all the mo-
bile stations listen to these known messages. After the last
pilot signal is transmitted, mobile stations evaluate the SNR
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Fig. 1. Wireless cellular network model

for each antenna. If the SNR for only one transmit antenna
is greater than a pre-determined threshold SNRtr and below
another pre-determined threshold of INRtr for the remaining
K − 1 antennas, that particular mobile station will select that
particular antenna at the base station.

Given that more than one mobile station may be found
with this property, in the second phase of communication, the
mobile stations notify the base station that they have the re-
quired criterion to receive packets during the remaining time
period ofT . We assume there is a channel access protocol for
these mobile stations to contact the base station and also the
base station will resolve the case when two mobile stations
have similar property for the same antenna by some protocol.

Note that, if we choose appropriate values for SNRtr and
INRtr such that SNRtr ≫ INRtr, then the base station can
simultaneously transmit different packets from its antennas to
different mobile stations. The mobile stations only receive
their respective packets with a strong signal and can treat the
rest of the signals as noise. The value of SNRtr (or INRtr) can
be selected as high (or low) as required for a given system, as
long asM is large enough.

Suppose that there are on averageD antennas that can
be matched to corresponding mobile stations with the above
property. Further, we select anotherK − D mobile stations
such that they do not have the above property and require
cooperation among themselves to decode theK − D data
streams. Note that theseK − D nodes can potentially op-
erate similar to a distributed MIMO system.

It has been proved in [8] that whenK = Θ(log M), then
OIM achieves DPC asymptotic capacity. However, from prac-
tical point of view, usually there exists far less number of mo-
bile users in a base station. Similar relationship was also re-
ported for random beamforming technique in [3]. From prac-
tical point of view, it is important to achieve average multi-
plexing gain ofD for some small values ofM . This paper
introduces an antenna selection technique that achieves this
goal at the expense of modest increase in the number of feed-
back requirement and some additional complexity at the base



station.

4. ANTENNA SELECTION ALGORITHM

Antenna selection diversity [10] is a low-cost low-complexity
alternative to capture many of the advantages of MIMO sys-
tems by choosing the path with the highest SNR among all
channels between the base station antennas and a mobile user.
In our approach, we assume that an average multiplexing gain
of D is desired while there are actuallyK antennas at the base
station such thatK ≫ D. Further, we define a new parame-
terL such that it is the minimum number of channels between
base station antennas and a single mobile user that their SNR
is below INRtr (weak channels).

Unlike the original OIM technique, we no longer require
the mobile users to send their information when they have
one strong channel andK − 1 weak channels. Under the new
scheme, each mobile user that has at least one strong channel
and at leastL weak channels, sends its information to the base
station. Under the new scheme, the mobile users should notify
which channels are strong, which ones are weak and perhaps
some channels are neither strong nor weak channel. Hence,
each mobile user responds with more additional information
than the original OIM technique.

There are mainly two ways to carry out this search. The
optimum search is based on the exhaustive search among all
possible combinations of mobile users such that we obtain the
maximum multiplexing gain. This exhaustive search can be
carried in practice using backtracking algorithms [11]. Back-
tracking is a general algorithm for finding all (or some) so-
lutions to some computational problem, that incrementally
builds candidates to the solutions, and abandons each par-
tial candidate as soon as it determines that it cannot possibly
lead to a valid or the best solution. This algorithm actually
searches among all the different combinations of channels and
selects the ones that results in maximum parallel transmis-
sions. The disadvantage of the optimal solution is significant
computational complexity at the base station and the time re-
quired to complete the search.

Our proposed sub-optimal approach is inspired based on
antenna selection techniques. Having large number of anten-
nas at the base station is a reasonable assumption and we need
to select a subset of these antennas such that an equal number
of mobile users have OIM capability with respect to these an-
tennas. Each mobile user that has the OIM constraint with at
leastL antennas at the base station, then that particular mo-
bile user sends its information to the base station. Among all
the mobile users that send their feedback information, we se-
lect the user with the largest number of antennas satisfying
the OIM constraint. We create a table with the number of an-
tennas related to this mobile user as values of the first row2.

2If there are more than one mobile user with the largest number of anten-
nas satisfying the OIM constraint, then we choose all of themand apply the
parallel search for each one to find the best solution.

Then based on this set, we select the next mobile user that
has the largest subset of this set. Note that the second mobile
user satisfies the OIM constraint for this subset. We continue
this algorithm until we find a group of mobile users that satis-
fies this scheme and have the largest multiplexing gain. In the
original OIM approach, we have proved analytically [8] that
the number of mobile users sending feedback to the base sta-
tion is less thanK with probability going to 1. The proposed
antenna selection scheme will increase the feedback and there
is clearly a tradeoff between minimum required mobile users
for a given multiplexing gain and feedback requirement.

4.1. Theoretical Analysis

In this section, we derive an expression for the upper and
lower bounds of the minimum required mobile users as a
function of multiplexing gain based on the optimal search.

Let’s define SNRji as the signal-to-noise ratio when an-
tennaj at the base station is transmitting packet to mobile sta-
tion i in the downlink. Further denote INRji as the interference-
to-noise ratio between transmit antennaj at the base station
and receiver mobile stationi. The objective of OIM scheme
is to findD mobile stations out ofM choices that satisfy the
following criterion.

Strong Channel Case:

SNRii ≥ SNRtr, 1 ≤ i ≤ D,

INRji ≤ INRtr, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ D, j 6= i (1)

The probability that a mobile user satisfies condition in (1)is
given by

Pr(A) =

(

D

1

)
∫

∞

SNRtr

p(z)dz

(
∫ INRtr

0

p(z)dz

)D−1

,

=

(

D

1

)

e−
SNRtr

σ

(

1 − e−
INRtr

σ

)D−1

. (2)

It can be proved [8] that the probability thatx mobile users
satisfy OIM condition is a binomial distribution.

Pr(X = x) =

(

M

x

)

(Pr(A))
x

(1 − Pr(A))
M−x (3)

The average value of this binomial distribution isM · Pr(A).
Note that there are

(

K

D

)

possible choices to satisfyD antennas
with constraints in Eq. (1) . Therefore for the first user, there
are

(

K

D

)

MPr(A) possible users that may satisfy OIM condi-
tion. Once the first user is selected, the remaining users must
satisfy the OIM condition only for theseD antennas. Hence,
there are on averageD−1

D
· M · Pr(A) possible users that can

be selected as the second user,D−2

D
·M ·Pr(A) possible users

that can be selected as the third user and finally1

D
·M ·Pr(A)

possible users that can be selected as the last user. Note that
the number of possible users that can be selected as the first
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Fig. 2. Upper and lower bounds vs. optimal search algorithm
for K=5

(or last) user can provide an upper (or lower) bound on the
average number of users satisfying the OIM condition.

Based on these observations, the lower bound for the ex-
pected value ofD is given by

D = E(d) ≥
M

D
· Pr(A). (4)

Thus,
M ≤ D2 · (Pr(A))−1. (5)

The upper bound is given by

D = E(d) ≤ M ·

(

K

D

)

· Pr(A). (6)

Equivalently, we have

M ≥ D · (Pr(A))−1 ·

((

K

D

))

−1

. (7)

Finally, we can combine the above results into the following
equation:

D · (Pr(A))−1 ·

((

K

D

))

−1

≤ M ≤ D2 · (Pr(A))−1. (8)

5. NUMERICAL RESULTS

Fig. 2 compares our analytical lower and upper bounds ofM

with simulation results as a function ofD when SNRtr = 40,
K = 5, INRtr = 2 andσ = 10. The solid line which rep-
resents the simulation results is based on optimal exhaustive
search to achieve maximum multiplexing gain with minimum
number of mobile users. It is clear from simulation results
that the lower bound is a tight bound while the upper bound
is a loose bound.

Figures 3 and 4 compare the performance of our sub-
optimal search for different values ofL with the optimal search
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Fig. 3. Trade off between multiplexing gain and minimum
number of users required for K=5

and our original OIM scheme [8] forK = 5 andK = 10
respectively. It is clear from these results that our proposed
antenna selection technique reduces the minimum required
number of mobile users significantly. In addition, the feed-
back is slightly increased and its value depends on how strict
or loose the OIM conditions are. For example forD = 1 and
K = 5, the optimal search requires only30 mobile users and
feedback of3 integers, while the suboptimal search requires
42 or 124 mobile users and feedback of2, whenL = 2 or
L = 3 respectively. WhenK = 10, D = 1 and for the
same set of parameters as before, the optimal search requires
15 users while the suboptimal search requires22, 32, and56
users and feedback of3, 4 and3 users forL = 1, L = 2, and
L = 3 respectively.

One intriguing question is why a multiplexing of one, i.e.
D = 1, is important, since we would just need a single mobile
user to achieve this gain. The answer relies on the following
facts. First, in the OIM scheme a multiplexing gain of one
means that there is at least one antenna at the base station that
has a deep fade with that particular user. Since the selection of
mobile users that have OIM capability is completely random
and depends on the time-varying fading nature of the channel,
then the problem of fairness becomes a major issue.

However, this technique can be incorporated into the cur-
rent wireless standards. For example, in a TDMA system we
can useL antennas at the base station for regular TDMA com-
munication since their signal is extremely weak at the receiver
of mobile users that are participating in OIM, i.e., they are
not interfering with those transmissions. On the other hand,
nodes utilizing OIM can affect TDMA receiver but we have
shown recently [12] that they can be orthogonalized at the
TDMA receiver side using a technique that does not require
any channel knowledge. This technique is fundamentally dif-
ferent from beamforming concept which has been described
in details in [12].
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number of users required for K=10

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we investigated the effect of using antenna se-
lection techniques for an OIM scheme to increase the mul-
tiplexing gain in a multi-user environment. Analytical upper
and lower bounds for the minimum number of mobile users as
a function of multiplexing gain are derived. Both our analyt-
ical and numerical results show that by using this approach,
higher multiplexing gains with fewer users can be achieved.It
has been shown through simulation that with as few as19 mo-
bile users, we can implement OIM technique in the downlink
of wireless cellular systems.
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